
AcuSolve Residual Computation

Convergence checks are performed on the residual and solution increments.  For the 
residual, the norm of the residual is normalized with respect to the norm of the forces 
making up the residual. This ratio is the relevant measure, because it measures the ratio 
of the out-of-balance forces to the value of the forces. This ratio is computed separately 
for each solution field. 

For the solution increment, the norm of the solution increment is normalized with respect 
to the norm of the solution field prior to updating the solution. This ratio is also computed 
separately for each solution field. These ratios are used to check for convergence 

Convergence occurs when all residual and solution increment ratios fall below the 
specified tolerance.  The CONVERGENCE_CHECK_PARAMETERS command may be 
used to control the relative importance of each ratio. Convergence checks are performed 
on the residual and solution increments.   

To be more precise, consider the vector of out-of-balance residual for a given equation, 
such as continuity equation:

    R = {Ri} i = 1, ..., nNodes

where "nNodes" is the number of nodes in the system.  The ideal goal is to find a solution 
(velocity, pressure, etc.) such that "R" (i.e. every single "Ri") is zero.  This, of course, is 
not practical, so instead we require that "R" be small.  Since "R" is dimensional and 
highly dependent on the particular problem, we need to normalize it first.

Now consider the continuity equation (which corresponds to the pressure degree of 
freedom). " Ri " is the imbalance in the mass fluxes  associated with the node "i".  This 
"Ri " is the sum of the element contributions to the node "i".  For example consider the 
case where we have four element contributing to the node "i":
o-------o   o-------o
|           |   |            |
|   1      |   |   2       |
|           |   |            |
o-------o   o-------o
              i
o-------o   o-------o
|            |   |           |
|   3       |   |   4      |
|            |   |           |
o-------o   o-------o

Then
   Ri = Ri 1 + Ri 2 + Ri 3 + Ri 4



where " Ri 1" is the contribution of element 1 to node "i".  In other
words, " Ri 1" is the integrated mass flux of element 1 towards node
"i".  Given this definition, we can define:

    M(Ri) = |Ri1| + |Ri2| + |Ri3| + |Ri4|

where "M(Ri)" is a measure of the mass flux for node "i"; and "|Ri1|"
is the absolute value of "Ri1".  With the help of "M(Ri)" we can now
normalize the residual to get a, so called "residual ratio":

   residual ratio = ||R|| / ||M(R)||

where "||R||" is a norm of the vector "R" and "||M(R)||" is a norm of
the vector "M(R)={M(Ri)}".  For computational efficiency, we use a
1-norm to compute the above norms.  Recall that 1-norm is defined as
the sum of absolute values:

    ||R||_1 = Sum_i |Ri|

For the solution increment, the norm of the solution increment is
normalized with respect to the norm of the solution field prior to
updating the solution. This ratio is also computed separately for each
solution field.

To be more precise, once the residual vector, "R", and the left-hand-side
(LHS) matrix, "A", is computed, we solve the following linear equation
system for the solution increment "∆P":

    A ∆P = -R 

and the solution is updated as

    P <--- P + ∆P

The solution increment ration is then defined as:

    solution ratio = ||∆P|| / ||P||

In this case, we use a 2-norm

    ||P||_2 = Sqrt( Sum_i Pi2 )
    
These ratios are used to check for convergence.  Convergence occurs  when all residual 
and solution increment ratios fall below the specified tolerance.  Recall that the 
CONVERGENCE_CHECK_PARAMETERS command may be
used to control the relative importance of each ratio.


